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Warning!  
The sports equipment produced by POLANIK is designed for athletics training and use in sports competitions only. Please 
pay special attention especially when using throwing implements and other throwing equipment, misuse of athletics 
equipment and implements can cause serious injury. In no event shall POLANIK be liable for any special, incidental, 
indirect or consequential damages in connection with the purchase or use of POLANIK products or costs over the original 
cost of the product. Concerning our permanent efforts to improve our products i.e. their quality and aesthetic values, we 
reserve the right to introduce, without prior notice, constructional changes as well as other modifications in standard 
colours of the equipment and implements. 
 
Specific warranty terms: 

1. The use of the throwing implements is to be done at the properly marked and secured sports facilities designed 
for that purpose and under supervision of qualified coaches, and according to: the rules of the International 
Association of Athletics Federations (IAAF), respective national athletics federation and local safety regulations. 
Failure to follow the above restrictions results in loss of the warranty rights. 

2. The competition shot puts are athletics throwing implements designed for competitions of shot put athletics 
event. The damages of competition shot puts (scratches, dents and so on) caused by landing on the throwing 
sector are recognized as a normal wear of the product and are excluded from the warranty. 
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I. General description and use 
The competition steel shot designed in the cooperation with the outstanding athlete and the Olympic Champion Tomasz 
Majewski. Manufactured with high accuracy, perfectly balanced and having optimal dimensions, OLD SCHOOL shot put is 
the perfect combination of the long experience of Polanik company in producing throwing implements and the 
irreplaceable knowledge on shot put competition of the great champion Tomasz Majewski. 
 
II. Technical specification 

Product code MS17-7,26/130 

IAAF certificate no. I-17-0845 

Type Premium Line, competition, certified 

Material steel 

Stainless no 

Filling mixture of lead and steel fine shot 

Processing turned, barrel finishing 

Finish unpainted* 

Marking CNC machine engraving, complex: weight, diameter, producer’s logo, IAAF and name 

Accessories included leather carrying bag 

Diameter allowance [mm] lower deviation -0,5; upper deviation -0,7 

Weight allowance [kg] from +0,005 (lower deviation) up to +0,025 (upper deviation) 
*covered with petroleum jelly for transport  
 

 
 

III. Packing 
The product is packed in the leather carrying bag and carton box. 
Shot put boxes are shipped in collective wooden – hardboard cases, their dimensions depend upon orders’ quantities.  
Cases can be transported by means of forklifts and hand pallet jacks. 
 
IV. Operation and maintenance 
The shot is designed to be put in athletics shot put competition and training on grass grounds or alike only. The product 
must not be used on hard surfaces, like asphalt, concrete etc. Since the shot is made of steel which is not stainless, the 
product is covered with petroleum jelly before packing. However it loses gradually its protection due to hitting a throwing 
sector, so after each use (competition or training) the product should be cleaned, degreased and covered with petroleum 
jelly. It is to be stored in a dry and roofed place.   
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V. IAAF Certificate 

 


